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PROFILE 

 

Conception 

Indo French Hub was conceived in 2016 to facilitate the exchange of two very vibrant cultures in the world - India 

and France. Towards this goal, we have created a HUB of exciting and enriching activities and programs for 

students, teachers and just anyone who loves the French language, food, history and culture. 

 

Team  

At the centre of all our programs and activities is a team of qualified educationists, travel enthusiasts and lovers of 

the French language. Bijal Menon, an educationist and French language enthusiast, Rajith Menon, an entrepreneur 

and Tushar Gangoly, a communication expert.  

 

Programs  

 

Exploration  

IFH organizes various exploration programs to France such as French Immersion Program, teacher training 

courses in France and Pondicherry. Around 150 students and 60 teachers from across India have benefitted from 

these programs till date.  

 

Enrichment  

 We offer Online French learning courses for DELF and DALF.  

 We conduct regular workshops and webinars related to various teaching – learning methods and 

enhancing the conversational skills.  

 In collaboration with AADI (http://www.aadi-mx.org), we provide guidance for student exchange between 

French and Indian institutes.  

 We showcase French films for students and teachers, through French Cine Hub - a movie club to enhance 

their language and conversational skills.  

 Our website www.indofrenchhub.com hosts a multi-author blog for sharing of events and projects taking 

place within the realm of teaching or learning French. We promote and publish French articles, French 

poems and French crosswords by budding writers and teachers.  

 

Partnership 

Institut Français- Mumbai, Institut Français- Budapest, IF Cinéma, AADI (Alliance Armor, Dupleix, Inde), IIEF – 

Strasbourg, AF Pondicherry.  

 

Going forward 

We plan to explore various cultural, educational and business opportunities between India and France. 


